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Stories .Q: What is a 'fedora' and how is it different from a 'kernel'? Can
someone explain to me what a fedora is and how a fedora differs from a
kernel? A: Fedora is a distribution based on Red Hat Linux. It looks a lot
like a kernel, but contains different packages, modules and configuration.
The "fedora" term is used to refer to the release cycle that seems to be a
general source of confusion. Red Hat releases a new version of Fedora
every 6 months, which is called a "release". Each release has a stable
version, an unstable version and a development version. The release is
said to be the Fedora version 11.10. Each version of the stable release
(such as 11.0 or 11.1) is a "release". Each version of the unstable version
(such as 11.0-beta.1 or 11.0-rc.1) is a "release candidate". The version
where the Fedora dev team are testing and tweaking the build to their
specifications is a "development version". So, you might be looking for the
"development version" of Fedora, which is called Fedora 11. 79a2804d6b
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